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Order and Ardor: The Revival Spirituality of Oliver 
Hart and the Regular Baptists in Eighteenth-Century 
South Carolina.  Eric C. Smith.  Columbia: The University 
of South Carolina Press, 2019.  ISBN 978-1-61117-878-4 
(Hard); 978-1-1117-879-1 (Ebook).  Both formats $44.99.  
168 p. 
 
 
 
To tell a person’s life story, one must have a passion for the 
life that was lived. There must have been a value of the 
person to history and to the future of society. Dr. Eric 
Smith found that passion in a class in his graduate school 
days. 
 
Eric Smith says of his selection of Oliver Hart to be the 
focus of his dissertation, “I realized how little attention had 
been paid to the man who seemed to stand at the 
headwaters of Baptist life in the South”. (Preface) 
 
Smith’s research reviews Hart’s call to serve.  Defined as 
an evangelical revivalist Oliver Hart brought life into the 
Baptist congregations across the South in the mid-1700s. 
Called to be pastor of The First Baptist Church of 
Charleston (Regular Baptists), Hart eventually created the 
Charleston Baptist Association, which in later years 
became the Southern Baptist Association. 
 
Smith tell us that Oliver Hart realized differences existed 
between the Regular and Separate Baptists of the day. Yet, 
his determination to blend and merge differing opinions 
regarding church order and love of Christian principles was 
highly successful. 
 
Smith’s research into the life of Oliver Hart expands into 
Hart’s life story beyond Charleston and his return to his 
New Jersey home and roots. Here also, we learn Hart 
became involved in building a second association of Baptist 
congregations. 
 
Eric Smith’s research is filled with valuable and 
enlightening narrative histories of the awakening of the 
Baptist faith by the footsteps of Oliver Hart in the 18th 
century.  This book is recommended for public, church, and 
academic libraries.  There are no illustrations, but a good 
set of Notes on Page 121, a Bibliography on page 133 and 
an Index on page 143. 
 
Carol Walker Jordan 
Librarian and Consultant 
 
 
Mothers and Strangers: Essays On Motherhood From 
The New South.  Samia Serageldin and Lee Smith, eds.   
Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 2019.  
ISBN 978-1-4696-5767-5 (pbk: $22); 978-1-4696-5168-2 
(EBook: $16.99).  264 p. 
 
 
 
“An anthology of creative nonfiction, twenty-eight writers 
set out to discover what they know, and don’t know about 
the person they call ‘mother’. Celebrated writers Samia 
Serageldin and Lee Smith have curated a diverse and 
insightful collection that challenges stereotypes about 
mothers and expands our notions of motherhood in the 
South”. (back cover leaf). 
 
The recurring theme for me, from the beginning to the end 
of the 239 pages of revelations about the mothers of famous 
men and women writers, was “what I didn’t know about 
my mother, i.e., the Stranger”. Each of the writers was 
given a group of questions to ponder as they crafted their 
essay. Some examples were “what do we not know about 
these most intimate of strangers, the women who raised us? 
What do we see when we look at them not through the 
familiar lens of filial relationship but as individuals in their 
own right and products of their time and place? How did 
they fit in, or stand out, or evolve in the context of their 
era?” (p. 1).   The writers were also challenged to guard 
against their own subjectivity of memory and unreliable 
recollections they may have to share. 
 
Allow me to challenge you: As you read and reflect upon 
your Mother, you will gain insights as I did about my 
Mother. Born into a mill village house in a small town in 
the South, put to work in the cotton mill at age 8, eloped 
with my Dad at age 16, lived in the home of her husband’s 
parents when I was born and then spent the rest of her life 
